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Home

• All water
1,390 km across

(All fresh surface water: 62 km)

• All air
1,999 km across

• Source: Dr Adam Nieman



1950 – the critical turning point
when our resource use took off
• Charts from:

Steffen W, Sanderson A, Tyson PD et al. 
(2004) Global Change and the Earth System: 
A Planet Under Pressure. The IGBP Book 
Series. Berlin, Heidelberg, New York: 
Springer-Verlag

• Updated 2015 in 
http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/
2053019614564785?journalCode=anra

• And used by one of the authors, Johan 
Rockström, in Big World, Small Planet, Yale 
University Press, 2015



…with planetary impact



Planetary
boundaries





• t

tThe 6th Great Extinction
- but the first caused by humans

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Sixth_Extinction:_An_Unnatural_History



Rockström in NZ - at New Frontiers, April 2018 - session 1

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qLV4wjdac8A&list=PLxTt2Nm5dTv3awnK1ren4BtHNctW_v7zY&index=1



Rockström in NZ - at New Frontiers, April 2018 –session 2

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sA4SnQ6cPR8&index=13&t=0s&list=PLxTt2Nm5dTv3awnK1ren4BtHNct
W_v7zY





Civilisation
• “The greatest challenge we face is a 

philosophical one: 

- understanding that this civilisation is 
already dead.

The sooner we confront our situation and 
realize that there is nothing we can do to 
save ourselves,

the sooner we can get down to the difficult 
task of adapting, with mortal humility, to 
the new reality”



Some goals to guide our new civilisation





Raworth rewrites the OECD’s charter



Circular
economy

• Unmake everything
we make

• Reuse all natural and 
human-made resources

• Maximize resources, 
minimise pollution

• Working with nature
…not against it



• Learning, borrowing, adapting from nature
• ...massive transformation of technology

Biomimicry



Radical reinvention = e.g. regenerative agriculture

But zero damage = ecosystems still depleted

Incremental change = reduced damage

Healthy ecosystems =
healthy planet
healthy food

healthy people
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Aotearoa…
and our oceans
= Zealandia 



Our score

• https://dashboards.sdgindex.org/#/NZL



Our performance



“…the shift...will be profound and widespread”
• “…the shift from the old economy

to a new, low-emissions economy
will be profound and widespread,
transforming land use, the energy system,
production methods and technology,
regulatory frameworks and institutions,
and business and political culture.”

• New Zealand Productivity Commission
Low carbon economy, August 2017



We’re all in this together

• Achieving 
sustainable growth 
and ecosystem 
restoration is a huge 
challenge for all of 
us across New 
Zealand
(…as everywhere in 
the world)

• We all need to play 
our part…and to 
help each other play 
our part



Just one of 
our urban 
challenges



Our time has come...
• ...if we pick the right values, technologies and economics
• ...because we are largely a biology-based economy
• E.g. New food and farming technologies are 6th wave…
• …conventional agricultural is stuck in earlier waves
• http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0018/001897/189753e.pdf



The 11 National Science Challenges



Community
• Issues are increasingly global…solutions are increasingly local
• ...to achieve an unprecedented speed, scale and complexity of change

• Solutions require very strong, learning communities…some attributes:
• Common sense
• Common purpose
• Common wealth

• Places where individuals are valued, helped, encouraged…
• …in return, we all participate, change

• We each can only do our infinitesimally small part…
• …but if an infinitely largely number of do so, we can change the world



But now there are no more islands to be found
And the eye scans risky horizons of its own

In unsettled weather, and murmurs of the drowned
Haunt their familiar beaches –

Who navigates us towards what unknown

But not improbable provinces. Who reaches
A future down for us from the high shelf

Of spiritual daring?
Allen Curnow Landfall in Unknown Seas
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